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THE SCHOOLBOY'S FIRST LETTER
Factory worker writing in to "Pravda" about conditions in his

shop. He learned to read and write in the union school.

"Does a worker have to join a union?" we ask. He smiles
rather queerly. "Certainly not," he says, "but they always
want to." Our chief trouble comes in keeping out of the
unions the people who have no right there, sons of profiteers
who want to be listed as workers because of the privileges
this gives to their family."

"Do you mean," I asked, "that if I open a little store and
hire clerks, I don't have to hire union men?" "You can
hire anyone you please," laughs Melnichanski, "but as soon
as you hire them, ycu will find them running to the union
hall to join, if they are not already members. When you
give them a job that makes them eligible to membership,
and you may be sure they will take advantage of it.

i ' Advantages of Union Membership.

"You do not understand," he added, smiling, "the ad-
vantages of union membership. During the past seven years
we have actually had two or three cleanings, throwing out
people from the unions who tried to get in without being
bonafide workers. In the early days of the revolution, we
were doing some rather strenuous things. The workers
were moving into the fine big houses of the bourgeois; we
had a continuous propaganda for doing this. Houses were
being searched and invaded.

"Now, a man with a union card was exempt from search
or from being moved out of his house; for he was a worker.
So naturally, all these bourgeois tried to join unions. They
couldn't join the metal workers, for you could tell by their
hands that they weren't metal workers. But the clerks'
union grew tremendously. And the teachers' and artists'
union also. It surprised us. But we also saw that the num-
ber of unemployed in these unions was very large; for the
new members had no intention of working at the trade;
they merely wanted a union card.

T H E W O R K E R S M O N T H L Y

No Union-Splitting Tactics.

"Those days are past, but there are still many privi-
leges of union membership. Workers get lower rents and all
kinds of rebates. So you see, we have to be careful about
taking members into the unions. We only take men who are
actually employed or who can prove by their past jobs that
they are bona fide workers. Even so, we have to clean the
unions out occasionally."

I asked if they threw out workers whose views they dis-
approved of. "Not at all, said Melnichanski. "We know, of
course, that that is done in the capitalist countries. They
are throwing Communists out of the American Federation of
Labor. As if that whole great body had to be afraid of a
handful of Communists. But with us, if a man is an actual
worker, he has a right to be in the union, whatever his
views."

We started another question. "They tell us that your
union elections are bureaucratic and government-controlled,"
we said.

Close to the Rank and File.

"Come round and see for yourself," said Melnichanski.
"Edo Fimmen, secretary of the International Transport
Workers, and formerly one of the secretaries of the Am-
sterdam International, has just been here, and he says that
in no country are the trade union leaders so close to the
rank and file . . . I am not denying that if some group
wants to elect a menshevik, we maneuver all we can to pre-
vent it. But if you know the temper of our Moscow work-
ers, you know they are not boss-ridden.

"Why, our very existence depends on keeping close to
the rank and file. Not only our existence as labor leaders,
but our very lives. We know we would all be in jail or shot
by white guards if we couldn't keep the confidence of the
rank and file of Russia's workers. Of course, we have our
disagreements and our occasional steam-rollers. But we
couldn't get away with as much of it as the American Fed-
eration of Labor does. We simply wouldn't risk a course
that would lead to secession of any group of workers."
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Party Industrial Methods and Structure.
By William Z. Foster.

IN A TRADE UNION CLUB

"ITPHEN the Trade Union Educational League, which was
founded in the Fall of 1920, got well under way in

the Spring of 1922 by the launching of the Labor Herald,
it was an instantaneous success and almost immedif tely
it became a great power in the labor movement. The ob-
jective situation was most favorable. The workers were in
a militant mood. The employers were trying to rob them
of the standards of living and the organizations established
by them during the war period, and they were resisting
vigorously. A veritable epidemic of strikes took place in
practically all the industries.

In the midst of such a situation the league was born and
began to function. Its program of amalgamation and mili-
tant struggle generally against the employers, found a ready
response. The discontented elements accepted the league's
leadership in the unions, not only the rank and file, but also
the minor officialdom which calls itself progressive. The
league was the real leader of the whole left wing of the la-
bor movement, using this term in the broadest sense. In
the historic Decatur and Portland conventions of the Illi-
nois Federation of Labor and American Federation of Labor,
it made its program the main issue before the labor move-
ment. The success of the league attracted the most favorable
comment from the Profintern, which held the league up inter-
nationally as a model type of left wing organization and
methods. By working aggressively through the league, our
party largely freed itself from sectarianism and succeeded in
establishing itself as a real factor in the labor movement.

Within the past two years the influence of the league
has, in certain respects, sensibly diminished in the unions.
It is true that during this period the league has won many
substantial victories. Notable cases in point are the splen-
did showings made in the recent elections of the Miners and
Carpenters. But the movement undoubtedly lacks the broad
sweep that it once had. Especially has the league largely
lost the leadership over the so-called progressive elements,
which played such an important part in its early activities.
The masses in the unions are not responding to its slogans
as they once did. There is a strong tendency for the league
in its organized manifestations—local groups, national confer-
ences, etc.—to consist merely of Communists and their
closest sympathizers. In other words, the league is experi-
encing a sharp period of isolation.

Factors Making for Isolation.

Many factors have contributed towards making the
masses in the unions less responsive to our slogans. For
one thing they have, during the four years from 1919 to
1923, suffered big reverses in practically every industry, in-
cluding steel, meat packing, clothing, textile, shoe, printing,
railroads, building trades, etc. These defeats, taken to-
gether, constitute the biggest defeat in the history of the
American labor movement. Besides wiping out whole sec-
tions of the best trade unions, they have also contributed
enormously towards weakening the morale and fighting
spirit of the rest of the organized masses for the time being,

and towards making them less responsive to the efforts of
the revolutionary left wing.

Another detrimental factor is the growth of the class
collaboration movement. This took on its greatest impetus
naturally enough at the close of the period of the great de-
feat above mentioned. The reactionary bureaucracy, terri-
fied at the power of the employers and unwilling and incap-
able of adopting a militant policy of class struggle to witn-
stand them, abandoned every semblance of aggressiveness
and turned to the class collaboration policy of surrender,
which is embodied in the many schemes of labor bankinsr,
B, & O. plans, workers' insurance, co-operative housing
schemes, etc. To put across these enervating and demoraliz-
ing projects they are now poisoning the trade unions more
persistently and systematically than ever with the slave
conception that a real struggle against capitalism is impos-
sible. The whole labor movement is reeking with this
propaganda, to the detriment of its militant spirit.

In order for the trade union bureaucracy to keep the
unions enmeshed in the class collaboration program, it was
necessary that they prevent the left wing, at all costs, from
reaching the rank and file with its message of class struggle.
Consequently they launched the militant warfare against the
left wing which is now such a striking feature of the pres-
ent situation. This ruthless campaign of expulsion and other
forms of terrorism, which has reached its maximum in the
wholesale and illegal unseating of delegates in such former
radical strongholds as the Minneapolis and Seattle central
labor bodies, has practically made the Trade Union Educa-
tional League an underground organization in nearly every
trade union in the country. This has, of course, rendered its
work more difficult.

The splits attendant upon the growth and development
of the labor party and LaFollette movements also served,
in their later stages, to break off many valuable connections
of the left wing in the trade unions. The split at the Chi-
cago, July 3rd, 1923, convention, when the Federated Farm-
er-Labor Party was formed, was especially disastrous. This
split, caused primarily by the weakness of the Fitzpatrick
group, detached from our following many valuable progres-
sive elements in the rank and file and among the lesser of-
ficialdom of the unions. Other labor party splits had similar
results. The fact that we had to make open warfare against
the LaFollette candidacy, which was an historic necessity of
the situation, also caused us to break with many valuable
elements in the trade unions who, while willing to follow our
lead on many issues, were not ideologically advanced enough
to see through the sophistries of LaFolletism and when they
broke with us over LaFollette, they broke with practically
our whole program. The comparative defeat of the LaFol-
lette movement, as measured by the extravagant hopes held
out by its leaders also tended to create an air of defeat-
ism among the masses and to make them less responsive
to the left wing program.

Shop Nuclei.

That objective conditions have become temporarily more
unfavorable for our industrial work and that we are suffer-
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ing from a considerable degree of isolation is incontestable.
But what is far worse is the tendency of many comrades to
accept this isolation as a matter of course, to rationalize it,
and not to struggle against it. This is a fundamental mis-
take. We must break through our isolation at all costs.
To re-establish our connections with and leadership over the
masses, especially the progressive wing in the trade union
movement, is one of the most urgent tasks now confronting
our party. To this end the organizational measures outlined
herein are indispensable.

A basic necessity for developing proper connections
with the masses, both organized and unorganized, is the re-
organization of the Workers Party upon the basis of shop
nuclei. This fact has been pointed out so many times that
to many it will seem superfluous to mention it again. But
it must be Iterated and reiterated until the shop nuclei
system is a reality. At the recent sessions of the Enlarged
Executive Committee of the Comintern the outstanding
feature was the militant campaign to Bolshevize all the par-
ties in the Communist International. And a most important
phase of this was the rapid reorganization of the parties on
a shop nuclei basis. The French party is now based com-
pletely on shop nuclei, and the German, Czecho-Slovakian
and other large parties are fast following suit. During the
past year our party has taken its first steps in this direc-
tion. But the work will have to be pushed with still greater

•vigor and our whole party reorganized on the shop and
street nuclei basis in the near future.

Shop nuclei will greatly unify our party and hook it up
closely with the masses. They will serve as the means of
carrying on our general political work among the vast armies
of toilers in the industries. Among their most important
functions will be taking the leadership and iniative in all
sorts of strike movements. The extreme weakness of the
trade unions and the presence of millions of totally unor-
ganized workers puts this great task squarely up to our
shop nuclei. Once we get our shop nuclei established in
the big industries this stimulation and leadership of the un-
organized masses in their struggles against the employers
will be of tremendous consequence to our party.

Specifically, the shop nuclei will also play a big part in
the organization of the unorganized millions into trade un-
ions. In the last party convention I pointed out that the or-
ganization of the unorganized is one of the historic tasks of
our shop nuclei. The reactionary trade union bureaucracy
has prived completely incapable of organizing the masses.
The much-touted steel campaign failed utterly, and the flam-
buoyant scheme just announced by the A. F. of L. will hardly
fare better. The masses will not be greatly organized until
the left wing is in position to do the job. A close network
of shop nuclei in the various industries will contribute enor-
mously towards putting us in such a position. Our nuclei
will be so many live points among the inert millions in the
industries. With them as a basis, it will be possble for
us, seizing upon the opportunte time, to initiate great move-
ments among the masses and to sweep them into trade
unions. The shop nuclei will be powerful instruments in
furthering amalgamation and the shop committee move-
ment. They will be the great weapons wherewith we shall
fight against the menacing growth • of company unions—a
subject which I shall touch upon more fully in a later article.

T H E W O R K E R S M O N T H L Y

Party Trade Union Fractions.

Shop nuclei must be the foundation organizations for
carrying out our industrial policies, and next in order come
Communist trade union fractions. It is a fundamental of
Communist organization that in all institutions and organiza-
tions in which the party is carrying on work the Communst
members shall form themselves definitely into groups, or
fractions. Only in this way can they unify themselves and
utilize the full value of organization. Such fractions are or-
ganized in legislative bodies, labor parties, trade unions,
fraternal societies, sport organizations, military bodies, etc.
They stand directly under the control of the regular party
organization, national and local. The maturity and effec-
tiveness of a Communist Party can be measured pretty
much by the extent and flexibility of its fractions in the
various organizations in its sphere of activity. The matter
of party fractions was also greatly emphasized at the meet-
ing of the Enlarged Executive of the Comintern.

'It is a weakness of our industrial work that the party as
a whole has too little understood the necessity for and func-
tions of trade unipn fractions. It is'true that in trade union
conventions, in city central labor bodies, and in local unions
our Communist members function to a considerable extent as
party fractions. But the system is altogether too fragmen-
tary and casual. This must be made good. We must develop
a thoroughgoing system of trade union fractions, based upon
a real understanding of their task in the general work of our
party.

To this end a prime essential is that every working-class
member of the party be required to join a trade union re-
gardless of the obstacles in the way—once again the Comin-
tern and Profintern are insisting upon this A-B-C proposition.
All these trade union members shall be definitely organized
into Communist fractions to correspond with their local
unions, city central bodies, international unions, etc. In all
branches, C. C. C.'s and D. E. C.'s there shall be organized
industrial committees to stimulate and direct their corre-
sponding fractions. The whole trade union fraction system,
specifically the national trade union fractions, shall be under
the direction of the industrial department of the party. The
strengthening and developing of the trade union fractions
is of real importance to the success of the party industrial
work.
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The Trade Union Educational League.
In our industrial work there has been a strong tendency

to consider the Trade Union Eductional League groups as
Party fractions and hence to restrict them to Party members
alone. This must be corrected. Party fractions and T. U.
E. L. groups are distinct forms. The Party fractions are the
crystallization of the purely Communist forces in the trade
unions, while the T. U. E. L. is a general left wing organ-
ization. The one is a definite Party structure, the other is
an organizationally autonomous movement. The Party frac-
tions work within the T. U. E. L. to influence it in a Com-
munist direction.

In the foregoing it has been pointed out that due to the
extreme pressure of the reactionary bureaucracy and to vari-
ous other forces the T. U. E. L. is now experiencing a cer-
tain degree of isolation. Under no circumstances shall we
rest content in this condition. We must strive to overcome

(Continued on Page 319)

The Bulgarian Conflagration
By Max Shachtman

ZANKOV, SUPREME BUTCHER OF BULGARIA

TN a unique fit of truth, a European correspondent of the
Chicago Tribune cables on the recent Bulgarian occurrenc-

es that "in the outburst of fury that followed the bomb out-
rage an army of police, militia and reserve officers searched
out the most notorious Communists in Sofia and probably
killed some 100 in cold blood."

This sadism of black reaction in Bulgaria is a continua-
tion of almost unparalleled terrorism that has character-
ized the Zankov government since its victorious coup d'etat
in June, 1923, when it overthrew the rule of the peasants'
party led by Stambuliski. The wild acts of persecution
that followed, especially after the failure of the Communist
Party to issue the call of action to the workers and peas-
ants, are incredible. Emile Vandervelde, one of the leaders
of the Second International, has stated that the Zankov gov-
ernment has murdered 16,000 opponents in the last eighteen
months. Every leader of the Communist Party, of the
Peasants' Party, of the Macedonian national revolutionary
movement, stands in daily danger of his life. Not even the
sanctity of parliament has prevented the brutal murder of
revolutionary deputies; even liberals, such as the lawyer,
Patev, who defended the Communist deputy Dr. Maximov
in court, are subjected to the bombs of assassins.

Throne of Reaction Shaky.

And yet not all this desperate terrorism has removed
the towering difficulties that confront Zankov. In a country
whose population numbers four million, there are over 100,-

000 unemployed. Forty thousand civil servants have been
fired; the partial eight-hour day which was won by the work-
ers in the first years after the war has now been practically
abolished; the wage of the workers goes swiftly along the
decline, having decreased forty per cent in two years; the
peasants, a good majority of whom had remained indifferent
at the time of the coup against Stambuliski, have experienced
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THIS letterhead was used by the international forgery
gang in fabricating the letter which serves Zank-

ov's fiendish government as an excuse for the system-
atic massacre which it is now carrying on throughout
Bulgaria. Purporting to contain "secret instructions"
from Moscow to the Bulgarian Communists, it has been
exposed by the London Daily Herald as a crude for-
gery emanating from the same sources which pro-
duced the famous "Zinoviev letter" in England. It mas-
querades as a communication from the Communist In-
ternational, marked "absolutely secret, destroy after
execution," giving elaborate directions for an insurrec-
tion on April 15.

Proof that this precious document is a brazen fake
is contained in the letterhead itself which, translated
from the Russian of the original, reads:

E. C. C. I.
CENTRAL SECTION

Department for Foreign Relations.
"Now such a paper never came out of the Comin-

tern," points out the Daily Herald. "For the Comin-
tern has no 'Department for Foreign Relations,' for the
simple reason that it is an international organization,
to which no country is more 'foreign' than another."

The document was not drawn up in Moscow but in
Berlin. Evidence indicates that it is the handiwork of
a former Wrangel officer named Gutschinski, now
working as a secret agent and living at 96 Ansbacher-
strasse, Berlin.

On the strength of this preposterous forgery two
political parties—the Communists and the Peasant
Party—are being indicted for murder and their leaders
are being hunted down and shot like wild beasts.
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The Progress and Influence of Iskra. 

Iskra, resting upon the above-mentioned organizations, 
but even more upon its printed columns-Iskra succeeded in 
capturing the workers' committees, the Gubkoms (district 
committees) of that day, in a number of cities, and, above 
all, in both capitals. 

An exceptionally important role, ranking with that of 
Iskra, was played by Comrade Lenin's book, "What To Do," 
published in the spring of 1902. It was an epoch-making 
work, and summed up the two years' total of the work of 
Iskra. At the time, it constituted a reference-book, a gospel, 
for all active revolutionary Marxists. It was not till 1903, 
that the Mensheviks, seeing the effect that the book was 
having, began to subject it to a microscopic examination for 
points upon which they could base hostile criticism. The 
central thesis of "What To Do" was the same as that of 
Iskra: i. e. the hegemony of the proletariat. But, in addi
tion, the book gave a trenchant exposition of �the question 
of the so-called "Kustarnitchestvo," and the professional revo
lutionists. 

"Kustarnitchestvo." 

"Kustarnitchestvo" (home industry) was the term with 
which Comrade Lenin christened the petty sectarianism of 
certain self-isolated circles of revolutionaries. He criticized 
and ridiculed those revolutionaries who complacently prided 
themselves upoh the fact that in such and such a city one 
group existed-in another, all of two. Comrade Lenin wrote_: 
this is li petty affair, this "home industry," and what we 
need is revolution on the scale of heavy industry. An end 
must be made of "home industry;" it was necessary during 
the years, when no other form of activity was possible; but 
n6w, when the masses are seething, when working men and 
women write demanding combat and ask to be taught "how 
to fight, when there are strikes, like the textile workers', 
for instance, which involve some 30,000 workers; when there 
are battles in the Viborg district; when even the students, 
the sons of the bourgeoisie, go out by the thousands and tens 
of thousands into the streets, and fight the czar's mounted 
police with their naked hands-to orgnaize groups at this 
juncture, means occupying oneself with "home industry," with 
picking up crumbs, at a time when what we need is to de
velop revolution into a l.¥lal large-scale industry. 

No, said Lenin, in "What to Do?" we must create an 
All-Russian party, with such a division of labor, that each 
will know his tasks and his obligations. For this plan of 
a division of labor, the right-wingers of the period were 
particularly bitter in their denunciation of Lenin. They 
charged him with wanting to transform the individual revo
lutionist into a soulless cog in a great machine, which, they 
claimed, meant degrading his revolutionary calling. Lenin 
answered them: No, to be a small cog in a great revolu
tionary party, pursuing its historical, world aims, this does 
not imply a degradation of the calling of revolutionist. And, 
in this connection, Lenin brought forward the idea of a co
operative-if it can be so expressed-union of professional 
revolutionists, i.e. men occupied with revolution as a pro
fession. 

The Professional Revolutionis_ts. 

This term, "professional revolutionist" also played a
large part in the controversies of the Bolsheviks with the
Mensheviks. For years the latter fought against the idea, 
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asserting that the professional revolutionists would form a 
closed caste, isolated from the masses, and not breathing the 
same atmosphere as the workers' movement; that it would 
degenerate into a conspiratorial group, etc. In answer to 
them Lenin pointed out the simple truth; against us, he said, 
are arrayed the mighty forces of the czarist autocracy, its 
whole machinery created during the 300 years of its domin
ion; against us are all the scientific forces of the old Russia, 
its schools, and its press; and on our side, we have only a 
young workers' movement. If we wish to fuse the worker 
masses, and to unite into a single immense ()onflagration all 
the separate flames, breaking out here and there-we must 
have an extraordinary-almost a miraculous apparatus. And 
in order to create the latter, it is essential to unite those 
whose whole activities are devoted to the working class 
movement, into a single organization of professional revolu
tionists, that is, individuals who shall be wholly occupied 
with the service of the revolution, and capable of creating, 
even though working in a state of illegality, and under in
credibily difficult conditions, a highly complex system of revo
lutionary co-operation, with a clear-cut division of labor, 
and adapted to swift and skillful maneuvering. 

Their Activity and Significance for the Party. 

Comrade Lenin was forced to wage a bitter fight in de
fence of the idea of an organization of professional revolu
tionists. It was an absolutely novel concept at that time. 
and appeared to many as · "organizational delirium." But 
Lenin was correct in his stand, and this idea turned out to 
be particularly fruitful in its results. And, indeed, examin
ing it from the view-point of the present composiiton of the 
leadership, it is evident that even at the present time, 
twenty years later, the party so to say, draws nourishment 
from this same group of professional revolutionists, the 
basis for which was laid in the nineteen-hundreds. The old 
workers in our party, constituting a very small percentage of 
it, (in all Russia we now have 10,000 members who be
longed to the party prior to 1917), but possessing tremen
dous influence and authority, represent the cement which 
serves firmly to consolidate our plft-ty. These 10,000, the 
glorious band of professional revolutionists, directed the revo
lutionary struggle year in and year out, and knew no other 
occupation in life. They were imprisoned, and when they 
got out-by escaping or on the expiration of their sentences
they went anew to their revolutionary work, just like a 
worker, who goes home at evening; and having slept, goes 
back to the factory again next morning. 

A considerable portion of the volume "VVhat To Do" was 
devoted to the idea of an organization of professional revo
lutionists. It wielded a tremendous influence and tnade a 
very deep impression. A certain member of the Bund, a 
supporter of the Mensheviks, who approved neither of the 
organization of professional revolutionists, nor of the strug
gle against "kustarnitchestvo," nor of a division of labor, 
wrote recently, recalling the period of 1900: 

"I have often caught myself thinking: How wonderful 
it would have been, after all, if anyone ever had resembled 
that ideal revolutionist pictured by Lenin in his book "What 

To Do?" 
After reading "What To Do?" the best of the Menshe

viks, although ranged against Lenin, felt, even if they did 
not acknowledge, how great and how vital a revolutionary 
truth was inclosed within the pages of this book. 

(Continued on page 382)
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to us. That would not be Leninism. It would be sectarian
ism. Our policy must be to stimulate this latent opposition 
and to lead it against our central enemies, the reactionary 
bureaucracy controlling the unions. For this purpose we 
must give it a program and organization. We must put out 
such united front slogans as will rally these elements, anti 

the isolation and to bring the broad left wing definitely 
under the leadership of the League. This is one of the most 
important tasks of the Workers Party. 

t�en we must find the means to connect with them organiza
tionally and to exercise the maximum amount of leadership 
possible _over them and to draw them closer to our Party. 

The medmm through which these tactics shall be carried out 
directly is, of course, the Trade Union Educational League. We must broaden out the League. Throughout the labor 

movement there are· great numbers of individual workers 
ranging from mildly progressive to near revolutionary, wh� 
are deeply discontented with the present policies and leader
ship of the unions, and who are more or less sympathetic to 
our general industrial program. To bring these at present 
scattered and demoralized elements into the League must be 
our constant aim. By the same token those local unions in 
the various centers which are sympathetic to our program 
mus: be �rought into the closest organic contact and co-op
erati�n with the local and national committees of the League 
and mduced to contribute regularly to their financial upkeep. 
�he non-party elements should be got to pay regular dona
tions, and the best of them should be made members of the 
various local and national committees of the League. 

The Party must devote more energy to the building of 
the Trade Union Educational League. Its goal in this re
spect should be twofold: first, to have a general group of 
the League in every locality where our Party has any con
nections, and second, to make these local leagues real or
g_anizations of the whole left wing in their respective locali
:1es. Special attention must be given to the problem of bring-
mg the non-party elements into the League. Where the local 
le:gues consist only of Party members and close sympa
thizers, where they have not succeeded in attracting to them
selves large bodies of non-party elements, they are in reality 
not leagues at all. They are Party fractions. 

Building a Progressive Bloc. 

. 
I� the fur�herance of our trade union work we must, in 

add1t10n to bmlding up shop nuclei, trade union fractions 
and the organization of the left wing generally directly i� 
the Trade Union Educational League, also undertake the 
task of developing a progressive bloc in the trade unions 
of those elements who are discontented with the policies of 
the reactionary bureaucracy but are not yet ripe enough t 
be brought into the League or under its immediate influence

o 

A c�aracteristic of the American labor movement is th� 
utter spmelessness and lack of, leadership and organization 
a�ong these so-called progressive elements in the trade 
umons. Although more or less in opposition to the old bureaucracy, they have no real program of th · 

We must apply our basic slogans for immediate work in 
t�is sense, towards the building of such a bloc of progres
sives, as well as for the more radical elements directly into 
t�e League. The slogans for a labor party, for amalgama
tion, for the organization of the unorganized, etc., can be 
used effectively in this connection. An especially potent 
slogan should be the demand for world trade union unity, a 
slogan which has served as a strong rallying cry for all the 
progressive and revolutionary elements in the British trade 
union mov!Jment. In this connection efforts must be made 
to link up the struggle of the progressive wing of the British 
movement with that of the trade union movement of this 
country in a general demand for world unity as proposed by 
the Comintern and the Profintern. 

An especially favorable opportunity for the building of 
such a progressive bloc is presented by trade union elections. 

Thes_e must be exploited to the full. It must be our policy 
t? stimulate the progressives to set up united front opposition 
tickets to the administration candidates in all local unions 
international unions, and central labor council elections ex�
cept in such cases, of course, where we are strong en�ugh 
to make a substantial showing with our own revolutionary 
candidates. We must not only challenge the rule of the 
bureaucrats ourselves, but we must induce and drive th 

. 
e 

progressives to do the same thing. 

e1r own, and 
they lack the ideological development to follow that of th 

League. 
e 

This situation 
. 
presents a problem and an opportunity

for our Party. This group comprises great numbers of the
rank and file and smaller officialdom. It would b 

· tak f e a maJor 
�is e 

. or us to confine ourselves to a campaign of villifica-
twn agamst these progressives for their weakness ,and to a�andon them as hopeless by simply lumping them togetherwith the reactionaries as part of a united front opposition

The basis of such pnited front election tickets must be
a program dealing with the most urgent needs of the unions 
In a number of instances we have outlined and applied such 
programs. The one proposed by"the left wing to the Hannon
Anderson opposition in the Machinists' Union may be taken 
as a

. 
minimum type. This envisaged a fight against the 

re:ct10nary Johnston machine based upon the following three 
Pomts: (1) Rejection of the B. & O. Plan; (2) Reinstate
ment of all expelled left-wingers; (3) A militant campaign 
for amalg�mation. Upon the refusal of the Hannon group to 
accept this proposal, the left-wingers placed a full ticket 
of _ its own in the field. United front tickets of revolution
aries and progressives, based upon such united front pro
grams must be developed to a far greater extent and with 
a m_uch clearer understanding of what is involved in these 
tactics th�n has hitherto been the case in our industrial work.

T�
. 
stimulate and organize the progressive forces into an 

oppos1t1_onal bloc against the reactionary machine, presents 
gre�t difficulties in this country. In England the task was 
easier. To begin with, the ideological level of the masses 
a�d consequently of the trade union leadership, was fa; 
higher th�n in this country. There were many trade union
leaders with strong left-wing leanings, such as Purcell Cook 
etc., w�o took the initiative, under the driving force 

'
of th;

r_evolutionary minority movement, and shaped up an opposi
tion to the right wing in the Amsterdam International. But
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in the United States our so-called progressives in the unions,
especially amongst the leadership, are far more backward
ideologically and they are completely demoralized and pro-
gramless. An especial difficulty in stimulating these pro-
gressive elements into action against old bureaucracy, is the
fact that it is exactly from these so-called progressives that
are emanating the schemes of class collaboration on the
political and economic fields which we have to combat most
sharply, such as LaFolletteism, B. & O. Plans, etc. The old
bureaucracy is too hopelessly reactionary to put forth even
such schemes as these. But despite the many points of
sharp opposition that exist between our revolutionary wing
and the progressives, it will nevertheless be possible for us,
by the systematic and intelligent application of our united
front slogans and tactics, to unite masses of them into strug-
gles against the powerful and firmly entrenched reaction-
aries for constructive ends that will open the ears of the
masses to our message and will bring these masses under
our general influence.

These united front tactics, while opening the door to
contact with the masses, also contain dangers that must be
guarded against. In our united front elections and other cam-
paigns in combination with progressives, two points must
always be clearly kept in mind. First, these campaigns must
always be made upon the basis of definitely stated united
front programs., however minimum in character they may be;
and second, our comrades involved must always definitely
state our full program and criticize frankly not only the
central enemies, the ultra-reactionaries, but also the tem-
porary allies, the progressives.

Under no circumstances shall such campaigns be allowed
to degenerate into mere maneuvering for strategic positions
in the unions, as has happened to a considerable extent irv
the needle trades; nor shall they simply be the support of
one set of reactionaries against another, as was the case
in the election of Jim Lynch in the Typographical Union.
The basis of such united front movements must be at least
progressive, if not actually revolutionary. Opportunism in
all its forms must be categorically rejected. The tactics
must lead constantly to clarification of larger and larger
masses of workers, to bringing them constantly closer under
the influence of the Workers Party, and to stimulate them
into ever more militant and extensive struggles against
capitalism.

In Conclusion.

In carrying out our industrial work we must keep clearly
in mind the four stages outlined above: (1) shop nuclei;
(2) trade union fractions; (3) T. U. E .L.; (4) progressive
bloc. Only by so doing can we really carry out our program
successfully.

The shop nuclei are our basic contacts with the masses
of workers, organized and unorganized in the industries, and
they will serve for the initiation and carrying out of various
movements to unite the workers in struggle against the em-
ployers. The Party trade union fractions are the consolida-
tion of Party members in the trade unions and in the
T. U. E. L., and they are the basic instruments for the car-
rying out of Party policies in these organizations. The
Trade Union Educational League is the organization of the
left-wing elements generally in the trade unions and serves
to unite them in a militant strugle against the bureaucrats
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and for the rejuvenation of the unions. The progressive bloc,
in closest possible organic connection with the T. U. E. L.,
will be the beginnings of organization among those broad,
discontented but ideologically backward organized trade un-
ion masses seeking blindly for some way out of the impasse
into which they have been led by their reactionary leaders.

As pointed out in the beginning of this article, the work-
ing class, due to the severe defeats it has recently suffered on
the political and economic fields, has a lowered fighting mor-
ale, and because of additional factors which have tended
somewhat to break some of our connections with the masses,
the general effectiveness of our propaganda has been lowered.
But these are passing phenomena. The pressure of capital-
ism increases constantly on the masses and they will soon
be driven into a fighting mood again. The present passive
state of organized labor must eventually give way to a fresh
wave of struggle against the employers. And the connections
that we have lost, through the labor party splits, etc., will
soon be re-established. The way to re-establish these con-
nections and to take the real lead in the struggles of the
workers, will be by militantly carrying out the political and
economic programs of the Workers Party through the organ-
ization forms outlined above. We must eradicate the linger-
ing conception that work in the trade unions is in some way
Syndicalistic. This is a basic error which greatly injures
our Party. We must recognize the trade union work as one
of the prime tasks confronting our Party. We must under-
take it with far greater militancy and upon a broader scale
than before in the history of our Party.

Bolshevism and the World
Situation

By Gregory Zinoviev
(Continued from page 342)

It fears sanguinary battles much less than formerly. We
are all acquainted with the mentality of the masses of the
workers that has arisen since the war almost everywhere in
Europe.

The Awakening of the Peasantry.

The awakening of the peasantry. One of the causes of
the defeat of the Paris Commune was the hostility of the
peasantry toward the working class. The Russian pro-
letariat in 1905 was defeated primarily because the Russ-
ian peasantry went against the working class. In all previous
revolutionary battles, the peasantry not only did not occupy
a neutral position but frequently was directly hostile to the
workers. In our days, however, the peasants are beginning
to occupy quite a defferent position. Every rank nad file
worker should now feel instinctively that he is not as isolat-
ed and alone in the struggle as was the generation before
him.

The Revolution Defeated.

We have not passed through a zone of utterly de-
feated revolutions. The situation throughout the whole of
Europe is that the forces of the working class are not suffi-
ciently mature to carry through a victorious revolution.

The revolutionary working class now has its General
Staff, the Communist International, which embodies the
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experience of the revolutionary movements, and renders
powerful aid to the various units of the international prole-
tariat. In former times such a thing did not exist.

The Tactics of Bolshevism after the Revolution of 1905.

Comrades, this then is the objective state of affairs, and
I resolutely protest against anybody leaving our meeting
under the impression that the consolidation of capital has
taken place, that the working class has been defeated, that
an ideological crisis prevails, that we must start from the
very beginning, the parties will lose members and the crisis
will break out in every country. Comrades, this is far from
being the case.

After the defeat of the first Russian revolution in 1905,
the Bolsheviks throughout the whole of 1905 argued with the
Mensheviks concerning the character of that period. The
question was presented as follows: Is the period similar
to that of 1847 or 1849, i. e., are we on the eve of a fresh
bourgeois revolution or have we already gone beyond it? The
Mensheviks assert that we were in the 1849 period, the
period characterized by the fact that czarism had won
a decisive victory, that constitutional monarchy would
be established, that czarism and a part of the big bour-
geoisie have solved the problem of the Russian revolution
from above. "From now on," they said, 'we must build our
Party on the model of the European legal Social Democratic
Parties and fight for reforms; the 'ultimate aim' will be
achieved after 50 years."

The Bolshevik Party, led by Lenin, was of the opinion
that Russia, was passing through, not 1949, but 1847. It re-
garded 1905 merely as a rehearsal; a second revolution was-
coming for czarism and the big bourgeoisie were incapable
of solving the problem of the revolution from above. That
is what we said in 1907, in 1908, in 1909, etc., right up to 1917.
A little over a decade separated 1906 from 1917. Throughout
the whole of this decade the Russian and international
Mensheviks simply gloated over us: "Well you said it was
not 1849; you said the revolution was coming every day;
where is your revolution? There do not appear to be any
signs of it." The Social Democrats said to the workers:
"The Bolsheviks are dreamers, you had better come into our
shop." We said then and we say now: the hour will come
when we will throw you over the fence together with the
capitalists and you will grind your teeth with envy when you
see our victorious red flag flying in the breeze. Those ten
or twelve were years of trial for us. Not everyone w"as
inclined to believe that perhaps after all the Bolsheviks were
-right; but history proved that we were right.

Of course one cannot draw a complete parallel between
the position then and the position now, but we are experi-
encing something of the kind on an international scale.
The Social-Democrats, yes, and a small crowd in our own
ranks, assert that the working class is experiencing 1849 on
an international scale, and consequently before there is a
long epoch of consolidation of capitalism, which will last for
a whole generation. We assert, however, that the present
situation is similar not to 1849, but to the interval between
1905 and 1917, similar to those twelve years. Of these twelve
years, Germany has already been through six. If we cal-
culate that historical development on an international scale
will proceed approximately at the same rate as it proceeded
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on a national scale prior to 1917 in Russia, then we have
to wait at most only several years and certainly not a whole
epoch, during which the international bourgeoisie will cele-
brate its complete victory. It is true that if it was difficult
for the working class to drag through this zone of develop-
ment in a single country, it will be much more difficult for
it to do so on an international scale, where the situation is
uneven; for in some countries the bourgeoisie has become
stronger than in others. But I consider that the international
situation must be defined in the same way as the Bolsheviks
defined the position as it existed after the first revolution in
Russia, the more so, that, as I have said already, there are a
number of factors on a broad international scale that are
favorable to our struggle.

The Lessons of the Presidential Elections in Germany.

I must devote a few words particularly to the question
of Germany, because Germany has had the doubtful privilege
of being regarded as the country in which the consolidation
of capitalism has achieved the greatest success, and also
because the hottest battles recently were fought out in
Germany.

Several comrades have already referred to the presi-
dential elections. I too, would like to say a word or two
about them. We lost rather a large number of votes. This
is due partly to the fact that the workers are generally
less interested in presidential elections than in Reichstag
elections.

But this explanation is inadequate. There is one factor
here which demands considerable attention on our part.

Germany at '.he moment, is c.or.fror.lod with the alter-
native of bourgeois republic or monarchy. Of course for
us Communists, the conflict is between proletarian dictato/-
ship and the bourgeois state. This distinguishes the Commu-
nists from all other parties, and our position on this is unal-
terable. But a situation may arise in which the alternative
"bourgeois republic or monarchy" may revive for a time, and
acquire real importance in the eyes of the masses in a cer-
tain country. Such is the situation in Germany. In the pres-
ent phase of its historical development, the question of the
dictatorship of the proletariat has only a propagandist signi-
ficance. The workers of Germany instinctively feel that their
country has come up sharply against the question of bour-
geois republic or monarchy. Fearing that the horrors of mon-
archy may be added to the charms of the Dawes Plan, they
seek salvation by voting for the Social-Democrats. If our
Party fails to understand this, and is not able to approach the
question in the Bolshevik manner, we stand to lose adherents
in the future. -It is not a question of losing votes, that is not
so bad; the danger lies in becoming isolated from certain
sections of the proletariat.

I have heard comrades say, is it not all the same to
us whether the black, red and gold banner of the bourgeois
republic or the black, red and white banner of monarchism is
victorious?

No, it is not all the same. That is not a Marxist way
of presenting the question. The method recalls the old
controversies between the Marxists and Lassalians (or more
correctly the vulgarists of the latter).

What conclusion must we draw from the fact that eight
million votes were cast for the Social Democrats? The con-
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